ommon silage crops in North America include corn (maize), sorghum, alfalfa, various grasses, and oats. In 2002, a total of 3.0 million ha were harvested for silage corn in the U.S., and the production was about 105 million tons (USDA-NASS, 2004) . Silage is an important crop throughout the world to provide feed for animals including dairy cattle. Yield mapping for silage is a potential first step to implement precision farming or sitespecific crop management to produce higher quality animal feed.
Measuring mass or volume of crop flow is one of the most essential tasks in yield monitoring systems. Although yield monitoring systems have been developed and commercialized for different crops, error reduction and calibration routines need further improvement. The magnitude of errors should be sustained within a satisfying range for yield monitoring systems to be effective and valuable. Reducing error in yield data from harvesting operations has been addressed with several error sources. Blackmore and Marshall (1996) reported six main sources of error, such as unknown crop width entering the header, time lag of grain, the inherent wandering error from the GPS, surging grain through the combine transport system, grain losses from the combine, and sensor accuracy. To increase the accuracy of yield maps, they suggested improving the accuracy of data collection, using different filtering techniques, and using the process of summating spot yields within a known area. Shearer et al. (1997) emphasized the importance of the accuracy of yield maps generated from combine harvesting. For accurate yield maps, they suggested yield data filtering and scaling on the basis of valid mass flow rate, harvested area, and moisture content. They showed an example of removing abnormal data points using the zero cycle distance, normal probability plots, ground speed, three standard deviations of the mean, and moisture content biases. Blackmore and Moore (1999) reported systematic errors found in many yield maps, including smoothing errors, volumetric calibration, unknown crop width, harvester fill mode error, voids, DGPS errors, grain losses, and harvester emptying mode errors. They proposed to use an "expert filter" to remove data format errors, out-of-bound errors, positional errors, fill mode error, and narrow finishes. Beck et al. (2001) reported yield data filtering techniques to improve yield map accuracy. They used an unsupervised filtering technique based on yield limits, moisture limits, travel distance, yield surges, and less than full header width. The filtering techniques were proved to be successful in improving yield map accuracy.
Since fast and accurate dynamic weighing is required for various applications, many approaches have been used for ideal step cases, such as using an adaptive filtering method (Shu, 1993) and a nonlinear regression technique (Danaci and Horrocks, 1995) that fits a dynamic model to actual outputs. In addition, an artificial neural network was used to obtain necessary parameters of weighing system models to estimate dynamic masses (Bahar and Horrocks, 1997; Yasin et al., 1999) . Various parameters associated in a complex system could be optimized adaptively using genetic algo-rithms in an evolution-based design (Alpaydin et al., 2002) . However, yield monitoring requires dynamic on-the-go weighing in harsh conditions. Complex influences such as machine vibration and ground undulation during harvesting with tractors and wagons tend to cause deviation from the models.
A large computational burden as well as complexity is required to cope with the many parameters of the weighing system models, caused by the external effects such as machine vibration and ground undulation. To avoid this difficulty, an extra load cell and a reference mass were installed to compute indirect reference acceleration (van Bergeijk et al., 2001; Krumpelman and Sudduth, 2000) . In addition to low-pass filtering and moving average, the calculated acceleration data were used to remove error components due to vibration and disturbances.
Measuring the crop mass during harvesting is a dynamic problem, since crop mass is changing in addition to the effects of ground undulation and vehicle vibration. Since various types of disturbance components change load transducer output, proper methods to reduce measurement errors are required to produce reliable yield maps. When a wagon is used to collect the crop, the mass of a silage box can be much larger than that of the collected grain or silage; as a result, the load disturbance from vertical movements of a wagon due to the ground undulation can be significant. There are also influences from mechanical vibrations of the harvesting machinery.
OBJECTIVES
In this research, a new method was developed and tested to reduce noise components and to estimate dynamic load more accurately. The specific objectives of this study were:
S To develop a method of reducing noises in silage load signals by the direct use of a low-cost acceleration sensor. S To develop an accompanying signal processing procedure to reduce dynamic mass errors for a wagon-based silage harvesting. S To evaluate the developed method in commercial silage harvesting operations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experiments were carried out in two stages: the first stage was conducted with an experimental small-scale weighing system, and the second stage was conducted with a silage wagon used in commercial silage harvesting.
EXPERIMENTAL WEIGHING APPARATUS
An experimental small-scale (600 × 400 × 125 mm) weighing system made of acrylic was used to acquire mass (m) and acceleration (a) data. Four 8 kg capacity compact tension/compression strain gauge load cells (model UU, Dacell Co., Ltd., Korea) were installed on the corners at the bottom of the bin. Each load cell's rated output was 2.0 mV/V, the error rate was 0.03%, and maximum output was 6.6 mV for a common 3.3 V operating voltage.
The output data from the load cells were amplified before being input to a microprocessor system. High-precision instrumentation amplifiers (model MAX4194, Maxim, Inc., Sunnyvale, Cal.), whose maximum error was 0.01%, were used.
The load cells were calibrated using reference masses of 1 kg to a maximum of 8 kg with a 1 kg increment. Average values of the load cell outputs were recorded in stationary mode without any load in the bin. The mass of the empty bin was 6.1 kg, and net load cell data for "crop" were obtained by subtracting the stationary average values from the load cell output data.
ACCELERATION SENSOR
To measure the vibration of the bin, an accelerometer (model ADXL202E, Analog Devices, Norwood, Mass.) was installed at the bottom center of the bin. It was assumed that the average acceleration at the bin center would suffice to adjust the outputs of all four load cells.
The accelerometer was a low-cost, 8-pin chip containing a micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) type sensor on a single chip, measuring acceleration in the range of ±2 G (G = 9.81 m/s 2 ). A 3.3 V operating voltage was applied to produce an output voltage of 0.0 V for −2 G, 1.65 V for 0 G, and 3.3 V for 2 G. A typical sensitivity of the accelerometer was 167 mV/G. A temperature sensor (model LM35, National Semiconductor, Santa Clara, Cal.) circuit provided compensation for the sensor's temperature deviation during operations.
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM USING A MICROPROCESSOR
A data acquisition system, based on a 16-bit RISC microprocessor (model MSP430F149, Texas Instruments, Dallas, Texas) was designed to process data from the four load cells, the temperature sensor, and the accelerometer, and then to supply the processed data to a host PC. The microprocessor was operated by a single 3.3 V source, and had eight channels of 12-bit A/D converters, two 16-bit timers, and two USART (universal serial synchronous/asynchronous communication interfaces) ports. The sampling frequency was 250 Hz and was considered adequate to acquire real harvesting data so that near white noise components could be cancelled out by calculating a moving average.
FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS DURING STATIC OPERATION
The experimental model weighing system and the data acquisition system were installed on a sport utility vehicle (SUV) to superimpose noise to the load cells and container. It was assumed that noise parameters for a silage wagon could be estimated similarly for the specific weighing system installed on the SUV. Prior to the analysis of effects on load due to vehicle vibration and ground undulation while driving, the power spectrum densities (PSD) of the load cells and acceleration data were analyzed while the vehicle engine was operating at about 1400 rpm while the vehicle was stationary.
FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS DURING DYNAMIC OPERATION
To investigate the effects of vehicle vibration and ground undulation on load cell measurements while moving, PSDs of load cells and acceleration data were analyzed. Since the effects depended on various patterns of ground variation as well as the vehicle speed, an unpaved coarse surface was used to simulate agricultural field conditions, and the acceleration data from the sensor were used directly in frequency domain analysis. After reviewing the PSD results, a low-pass filter (LPF) and a band-pass filter (BPF) were designed to find the relationship between the acceleration and load change. The low-pass filter was used to analyze the low-frequency components caused by slowly varying ground undulation by removing high-frequency components with noise. The band-pass filter was used to analyze the mass components due to the effects of quickly varying ground undulations and vehicle dynamics. If both are obtained simultaneously from the same wagon, the filtered load cell data and the accelerometer data should show similarity for the unwanted effects.
MULTIPLICATION FACTOR BETWEEN MASS AND ACCELERATION
Based on the preliminary experiments (data not shown), dynamic load and acceleration data showed similar patterns of noise added to their nominal values from external disturbances. A multiplication factor (K m ) for the acceleration data for a given reference mass (0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 kg) was obtained by calculating an average of ratios that were calculated between the low-pass filtered mass and the acceleration data. Interpolation of these multiplication factors was used in real disturbance cancellation after getting pseudo-stationary masses by calculating a moving average. Multiplication factors for acceleration data were calculated so that the differences between the mass data and the multiplied acceleration data could be minimized. Therefore, subtracting the multiplied acceleration from the mass data corresponded to deleting load cell disturbances due to vertical movements.
MASS ESTIMATION IN LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS Estimation of a Fixed Mass
The small-scale weighing bin was used to evaluate the following proposed dynamic mass estimation approach for known masses in the 0 to 8 kg range. A 5 kg reference mass was added to the weighing bin to check the error reduction of the proposed method when vehicle and ground undulation disturbances were superimposed on the mass data. The experiments were conducted using an SUV operating at 20 km/h on an unpaved coarse surface. The steps of the dynamic mass estimation procedure implemented in this study were:
1. Record load cell and acceleration sensor data at 250 Hz. Apply a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency (f c ) of 4 Hz: let m LPF (t) be the low-pass filtered mass data and a LPF (t) be the low-pass filtered acceleration data at any time t. 2. Calculate a 300-point moving average (MA) with the low-pass filtered mass data, MA{m LPF (t)}, to find a pseudo-stationary mass. 3. Obtain multiplication factors (K m ) by calculating averages of ratios between MA{m LPF (t)} and a LPF (t). 4. Calculate an offset error between the reference mass and the simulated mass estimated from K m × a LPF (t). 5. Calculate compensated mass, m comp (t), by subtracting disturbances: m comp (t) = m LPF (t) − K m × a LPF (t). 6. Calculate estimated mass, m est (t), by calculating a 300-point moving average of the compensated mass:
7. Calculate the final mass estimation by applying the offset error, which was determined in step 4, to m est (t).
Estimation of Continuously Accumulated Dynamic Mass
Another experiment involving continuously accumulated dynamic mass rather than a fixed mass was also conducted, employing the same procedure for mass estimation. Soybeans were used as the test crop. One kg of soybeans was passed through a hopper with a constant flow rate (0.05 kg/s). After a 15 s intermission, another 1 kg was added at the same flow rate. This process was repeated until a total of 5 kg was in the container. The SUV containing the hopper and the weighing bin was operated at 20 km/h on an unpaved coarse surface while the simulated flow data were acquired.
MASS ESTIMATION IN FIELD EXPERIMENTS
The same instrumentation scheme used for the small-scale weighing bin was applied to a typical silage wagon (model 970, Gehl Co., West Bend, Wisc.) with four shear beam type load cells (model 65023, Measurement Specialists, Huntsville, Ala.) installed on the four corners of the silage box. Each load cell's rated output was 3.0 mV/V with an error rate of 0.02% and maximum capacity of 4,536 kg. The load cells were calibrated before the field experiment. The same accelerometer (model ADXL 202E, Analog Devices, Norwood, Mass.) was installed at the bottom center of the silage box to measure the vibration of the wagon.
The silage mass data was in the range of 0 to 7,000 kg. Field mass data were obtained by harvesting whole-plant corn silage during 16-17 July 2003 at the Dairy Research Unit of the University of Florida, Hague, Florida. A two-row silage chopper (model 7165, Hesston Corp., Hesston, Kansas) was used. The silage wagon was weighed with a platform scale when the bin was both empty and full of silage.
Since the total mass data were varying with a great amount of disturbances, a fifth-order curve fitting was applied to the mass data using the polyfit command of Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, Mass.) to obtain predicted mass, m pred (t). The steps of the dynamic mass estimation procedure for this field experiment were:
1. Sample load cell and acceleration sensor data at 10 Hz, then low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency (f c ) of 1 Hz: m LPF (t) and a LPF (t). The sampling rate of 10 Hz was considered to be sufficient to acquire the field experiment data. 2. Calculate predicted mass, m pred (t), using fifth-order curve fitting to m LPF (t). Multiplication factors (K m ) are set to be equal to m pred (t). 3. Calculate compensated mass, m comp (t), by deleting disturbances: m comp (t) = m LPF (t) -K m × a LPF (t). 4. Calculate estimated mass, m est (t), by calculating a moving average, MA{m comp (t)} with 2, 3, 6, 11, and 21 points interval. These numbers of points were selected to see the effect of a moving average based on different numbers of points.
ERROR CALCULATION OF MASS ESTIMATION IN FIELD EXPERIMENTS
Since the true mass flow for field harvest was unknown, errors in mass estimation were defined in the following manner. The first error definition (E 1 ) was the total sum of negative values of mass measurements divided by the total number of samples (N) (eq. 1). In other words, whenever the value of a mass data point was smaller than the value of the previous mass data point, the difference between the current and the previous masses was considered an error, since the harvested mass should not decrease during continuous harvesting:
where E 1 = error in mass estimation (kg), first definition m(t) = mass (kg) N = number of total data points. The second error definition (E 2 ) was the total sum of absolute values of mass errors between the measurements and the predicted values, m pred (t), which were defined by the fifth-order curve fitting to the mass data using the polyfit command of Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, Mass.). The fifth-order polynomial was chosen because the fifth order was considered sufficient to represent the predicted mass curve: = mass (kg) m pred (t) = predicted mass (kg) N = number of total data points. The improvement ratio (IR) was calculated (eq. 3) to compare performance between the proposed method in this study and mass estimation by low-pass filtering and a subsequent moving average calculation. Averages of the improvement ratios of all the data sets were calculated:
where IR = improvement ratio m C = mean error from low-pass filtering and moving average (kg) m P = mean error from the proposed method (kg).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

LOAD CELL CALIBRATION
The load cells used for the laboratory experiments were calibrated from 0 to 8 kg. Table 1 shows the calibration results.
FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL MODEL WEIGHING SYSTEM Static Operation
Typical outputs of load cells and acceleration sensor during static operation (S = 0 km/h, and m = 0 kg) are shown in figures 1 and 2. The empty bin mass was subtracted from the total mass to obtain net crop mass data. Both the mass and acceleration data show oscillation due to engine vibration. Typical PSDs of mass and acceleration data were calculated (result not shown). Both PSDs showed major noise components at frequencies less than 20 Hz due to engine vibration and harmonics components at 22.7 Hz due to vehicle characteristics.
Dynamic Operation
Typical PSDs during dynamic operation were also calculated (result not shown). They showed the amount of noise applied to the load cells, and the PSD of the noise. At a traveling speed of 20 km/h without mass added to the model weighing system (S = 20 km/h, and m = 0 kg), based on the PSD curves, it was assumed that frequency components of the PSD less than 4 Hz corresponded to the effects of ground undulation and the components between 4 to 10 Hz were due to small objects between the tires and ground. The harmonic components of 22.7 Hz due to vehicle characteristics were again evident. According to the PSDs, a low-pass filter (LPF) with a cutoff frequency (f c ) at 4 Hz and a band-pass filter (BPF) with f c at 4 and 10 Hz were designed to find the relationship between the acceleration and load changes. Both were digital fourth-order Butterworth filters.
MULTIPLICATION FACTOR BETWEEN MASS AND ACCELERATION
The multiplication factors and means of low-pass and band-pass filtered mass are given in table 2. They effectively cancelled the noises due to system dynamics. Interpolation of these multiplication factors was used in real disturbance cancellation after getting pseudo-stationary masses by calculating a moving average. Finally, offset errors between the reference mass and the simulated mass, estimated from K m × a LPF (t), were calculated.
Each set of output data from the low-pass filter and the band-pass filter for reference masses of 0 kg and 4 kg was examined to find the relation between mass and acceleration. Typical mass and acceleration data of both filters for 0 kg are shown in figures 3 and 4. Although both the filtered mass data and the multiplied acceleration data contained much disturbance, there was strong similarity between their patterns.
MASS ESTIMATION IN LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS Estimation of a Fixed Mass
Load cell and acceleration data were obtained with a 5 kg mass during static operation while the engine was running. The measurement shown in figure 5 has high frequency disturbance components, which can be easily deleted by low-pass filtering and moving average, but it also has low-frequency components less than 4 Hz, reflecting external disturbances with low frequency. Figure 6 shows the output of the low-pass filter for the data in figure 5 . After taking a 300-point moving average, the multiplication factors were calculated using reference masses in table 2, and the result is shown in figure 7 . Acceleration output data from the low-pass filter were multiplied by this multiplication factor. Then, the amplified acceleration data were subtracted from the low-pass filtered mass measurement to get compensated mass, m comp (t). Figure 8 shows the compensation of dynamic mass with reduced effects of the low-frequency disturbances. Then, estimated mass, m est (t) ( fig. 9) , was calculated by taking a moving average of the compensated mass, MA{m comp (t)}. Finally, the offset error was deleted by the calibration shown in table 2. The final processed mass data ( fig. 10) showed errors less than 20 g for a 5 kg load. Figure 11 is the result when the conventional method (low-pass filter and moving average) was used without acceleration sensor data, and shows low-frequency effects due to vibration.
Estimation of Continuously Accumulated Dynamic Mass
As described in the Materials and Method section, mass estimation of a continuously accumulated dynamic mass rather than a fixed mass was conducted, and the results are listed below. Figure 12 shows mass measurement at 20 km/h from the continuously accumulated dynamic mass tests. Figure 13 shows the moving average of the low-pass filtered data. The multiplication factors ( fig. 14) were calculated using reference values in table 2 after taking a 300-point moving average. Figure 15 shows the compensation of dynamic mass with reduced effects of the low-frequency disturbances. Finally, estimated mass, m est (t), was calculated by taking a moving average MA{m comp (t)} ( fig. 16 ). Comparing the final estimated mass, m est (t), in figure 16 with both the original measurements in figure 12 and the results from the conventional method (low-pass filtering and moving average) in figure 17, almost all of the noise was removed and true masses were estimated.
MASS ESTIMATION IN FIELD EXPERIMENTS
Although the masses to be estimated for field experiments were about 7,000 kg, which were much larger than those of the small-scale experiments, the estimation procedure was the same except for the calculation of multiplication factors (K m ). The optimal multiplication factors (K m ) for the model experiments were obtained experimentally for the unit of 1 kg. However, since it was difficult to obtain multiplication factors (K m ) experimentally and the mass ranges were quite large in field experiments, K m of field experiments was calculated using the fifth-order curve fitting to m LPFt (t), assuming K m to be the total masses applied to the load cells by the result of a mass-damper-spring model in a simpler manner. Vol. 48(4): 1311−1320 Seven sets of field silage experimental data with loads up to 7,000 kg were used for the proposed estimation method. A set of typical figures of the above procedure for the second silage harvesting data set is shown in figure 18 . Raw massdata (sum of four load cells) and acceleration data are shown in figures 18a and 18b. The final mass estimation, m est (t), was obtained by calculating a moving average of the compensated mass, MA{m comp (t)}, as shown in figure 18c . The result of the conventional method, using a low-pass filter and moving average, is shown in figure 18d . Figure 18e shows a typical comparison of the results of the proposed method with those of the conventional method for a short-period of time. As illustrated in figure 18e , much of the noise due to system dynamics has been reduced using the method proposed in this study. Therefore, the proposed method proved to be very successful in estimating harvested mass more accurately using a simple mathematical procedure and an inexpensive acceleration sensor.
After the final silage mass was estimated, m est (t), a moving average was calculated with a different number of data points (2, 3, 6, 11, and 21 points) to further reduce noise in the harvested mass signal. These numbers of points were selected to see the effect of moving average based on different numbers of points. Figure 19 compares the error reductions achieved using an increasing number of data points in calculating the moving average.
The improvement in disturbance reduction by the proposed method was obvious when the number of data points used in calculating the moving average was less than or equal to 21. Since the sampling time was 0.1 s, 21 data points corresponded to a time period of 2.1 s. However, if the number of data points used for calculating the moving average was larger than 50, then the calculation results showed that both the proposed method and the conventional method estimated mass similarly due to smoothing effects (data not shown). Table 3 shows the errors and standard deviations of mass estimation for the seven sets of silage harvesting data using the first error definition (E 1 ) with the conventional method (C) and the proposed method (P). The second row is the number of data points for calculating the moving averages. Averages of improvement ratios (IR) of the seven data sets are also shown in table 3. The improvement in disturbance reduction to get better estimation by the proposed method was noticeable when the numbers of data points for the calculation of moving average were less than or equal to 21 (2.1 s). The proposed method showed that the errors were reduced by 39% to 56% and the standard deviations were reduced by 53% to 68% with respect to the results of the conventional method. When the ranges of mass estimation error were compared for different numbers of data points, the proposed method yielded errors in the 1.0 to 1.5 kg range with only a 2-point moving average, while the conventional method required an 11-point moving average to yield a similar range of mass estimation error (1.2 to 2.0 kg).
ERROR CALCULATION OF MASS ESTIMATION IN FIELD EXPERIMENTS
Based on E 1 , the highest improvement ratio (IR) in error was obtained when 11 points were used for moving average calculation (56.2%), and the lowest IR was obtained when 21 points were used (38.8%). The highest improvement ratio (IR) in standard deviation was obtained when 21 points were used for moving average calculation (68.1%), and the lowest IR was obtained when 2 points were used (52.8%). Table 4 summarizes the same calculation for the error and standard deviation of mass estimation by the proposed Table 3 . Mass estimation errors and standard deviations (SD) of two different methods using E 1 for the seven sets of silage mass data: C = conventional method, P = proposed method (all units in kg).
Number method and the conventional method using the second error definition (E 2 ). Using E 2 , the proposed method reduced the errors by 1.0% to 18.8% and the standard deviations by 12.4% to 28.3%. Error estimation using E 1 showed higher improvement than using E 2 , since E 1 was defined only for decreased mass data, while E 2 was defined for all mass data. These results proved that the proposed method, using a mathematically simple procedure and an inexpensive accelerometer, could remove disturbances due to vehicle vibration and ground undulation. There have been no reports using this mathematically simple procedure. The proposed technique proved successful since it required no additional reference weight to remove disturbances, and the results showed significant improvement.
CONCLUSIONS
A mass signal processing method was proposed to reduce dynamic mass errors for a wagon-based silage harvesting system. Sensor data of acceleration as well as load cells were utilized to reduce measurement errors.
An accelerometer was used to compensate the vibrations applied to the four load cells supporting the bin. Since the filtered load cell data and accelerometer data showed similarity for unwanted effects, such as vibration from the harvesting system and ground undulation, the ratios were calculated to cancel out such disturbances. The processed mass data showed errors of less than 20 g for 0 to 8 kg experimental standard loads. For the field experiments on a corn silage harvesting operation in the 0 to 7,000 kg range, the proposed mass estimation method showed 39% to 56% improvement over the conventional method, using the first definition of the error calculation. Using the second error definition, the proposed mass estimation method showed 1% to 19% improvement over the conventional method in mass estimation error. 
